The Board of Trustees of the Alamo Colleges extends their warmest congratulations to you, the Graduates of 2021/2022, and wish you much success in your future pursuits.
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Congratulations
Class of 2021/2022

The NVC Wildcats Alumni congratulates each graduate and extends a warm welcome to their new members – the Class of 2021/2022.

You are encouraged to stay involved at Northwest Vista College, so we can continue creating opportunities for your success.

To activate your Alumni Association membership, email lmcgoldrick2@alamo.edu. Please respond with your preferred personal email address.

Gold cords indicate the following honors:

§ Summa Cum Laude 3.9-4.0
‡ Magna Cum Laude 3.75-3.89
† Cum Laude 3.5-3.74

Participation with honors at commencement does not infer or imply that the student will be awarded with honors. Students must achieve an honors eligible GPA once final grades are posted in which the student is a candidate.
Students who are members of honors programs, societies, and associations are recognized by the wearing of honor cords, stoles, or medallions and are as follows:

Red, White, and Blue Cords Indicate Graduates who are members of our military and veteran community

Blue and Gold Stoles/Cords Indicate Graduates with Phi Theta Kappa Honors

Black and Platinum Stoles/Cords Indicate Graduates who have completed the National Society of Leadership and Success Honor Program

Gold Cords with blue and gold tassels indicate Graduates who are members of Psi Bêta Honor Society

Blue Ribbons with Gold Medallions Indicate Graduates from the Student Leadership Institute Tier I Program

Blue and Golden Rod Striped Ribbons with Gold Medallions Indicate Graduates from the Student Leadership Institute Tier II Program

Student District Council – The delegates of the Student District Council (SDC), a district-wide representative council for the Student Governments of the colleges within the Alamo Colleges District, are the collective voice for the Alamo Colleges District student body. The SDC delegates are instrumental in leading and effecting positive change for all students. SDC delegates are represented by the blue and white stole.

Black and Purple Cords indicate Graduates who are members of the League of Extraordinary Graduates

Serape Stoles indicate Graduates of the Mexican-American Student Association (MASA)

Students with stoles representing their home flags are International Student Graduates (F-1 Visa) from the following counties: Columbia, England, Mexico, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Vietnam

Disclaimer: The listing of graduates in this program are by degrees. The appearance or absence of any name in the program does not constitute recognition or denial of completion of degree requirements nor the conferring of honors. Participation in a commencement ceremony does not imply or infer the awarding of a degree at the time of the commencement ceremony; a final degree audit must be completed before a degree is officially awarded. Northwest Vista College apologizes for any errors or omissions.
Door open

Pre-show
Graduate Thank You Slides, Wildcat Willie & NVC Cheerleaders Photo, Swag giveaway, NISD Mariachi Band

Prelude & Processional
Celebration tunnel

Star Spangled Banner
Dr. Minkyung Lee and 8 NVC Choir members
(1) Sabrina Cioffi (2) Julia Simms
(3) Hannah Botello (4) Aeson Fuentes
(5) Myles King (6) Abrahm Tristan
(7) Allison Richard (AA) graduate
(8) Johnnie Vega (AA) graduate

Welcome & Introductions
Dr. Ric Baser

President’s Remarks
Dr. Ric Baser

Student Testimonial #1
Rayleen Resendez

Chancellor’s Remarks
Dr. Mike Flores

Board of Trustees Remarks
Dr. Gene Sprague, Chairman

Student Testimonial #2
Oriana Sandoval

Alumni Remarks
Dr. Julien Mahler

Keynote
Robert Simmons, Dell Technologies

Presentation of the Class of 2022
Dr. Daniel Powell

Reading of Names
Dr. Homer Guevara, Jr. & Dr. Robert Ayala

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Ric Baser

Closing Remarks
Dr. Ric Baser

NVC Cheerleading Dance
(1) Itzel Martinez
(2) Ellee Carlisle
(3) Jullian Duplessis
(4) Sabrina Hamilton
(5) Madison Johnson
(6) Luz Araguz
(7) Pauline La
(8) Natalia Montez

Celebration
Glow Stick Party

Final Remarks
Dr. Ric Baser

Grand Marshall
David Galindo
The following Spring 2022 Commencement participants have earned or will earn an Associate of Science, Associate of Arts Teaching, Associate of Arts, Associate of Applied Science, or Certificate.

Associate of Arts
Amal Wael Abdelaziz
Maryam Abed
Firas Abdulsatar Abu Isayyah
Alondra Monserrat Acevedo
Deborah Acosta-Sanchez
Frida Victoria Acuna-Zuazua
Tyler William Adam §
William Justin Adams
Christopher J Adams †
Nii Nmashie Adjei †
Jessica Lauren Agee †
Manuel Eugene Aguayo †
Issac Peter Aguilar
Louis Xavier Aguilar
Ramon Aguinaga §
Karla Jesse Aguirre
Nasmah Mazin Al Salihi
Abdullah A Al Taie
Sarah Abdullah Alabbassi
Misako Chinen Alarcon ‡
Hasan M Alazzawi
Emily Nicole Alcoser
Eric Wayne Alderman Jr.
BlancaAlejandra Alegría
Hannah Ayleen Alfaro
Andrew Joseph Alfaro
JacquelineEnedina Alfaro
Gabriela Alfonso Gamon †
Abdulkareem Tysser Al-Hamaydeh
Sydney Jacqueline Allen
Candace Nicole Allen
Enriqueta Almanza
Sarah Almoola §
Carlos Anthony Alonzo
Jesus Efrain Altamirano Flores
Sergio A Alvarado
Samantha Rae Alvarez
Sergio-Saul Anchondo
Kenneth J Anderlitch †
Leyla Anderson
Manuel Allen ANDrade
Felix Ezra Andry
Kelsey L Angulo
Nathan R Anthony
Jacob Arguello §
Sarah Elizabeth Armstrong †
Melissa Arreola
Kobe Arriaga
Mariam Cabdiweli Askar
Destiny Jacqueline Auguste
Lindsey Nicole Ault †
Yoanna Avalos §
Pablo Avalos ‡

Veronica Avalos-Nino
Arnoldo Gabriel Avila †
Joseph Michael Avila-Swink ‡
Jonathan Ayala
Genevieve Ann Badillo
Dominique L Badillo ‡
Priscilla Badillo †
Brittani Nychole Bailey
Mandy Noelani Balderama
Amanda Balderrama
Ana Margarita Banda
Hailey B Bangerrezako †
Madeline Mae Banks §
Vanessa L Barnes ‡
Danielle A Barrera †
Marisa Elena Barrera §
Joseph Sirat Barrera
Nicole Michele Barrett †
Joicelyn Eudelia Barrientos
Cody Wayne Bartlett
Emily Nicole Bayardo §
Alisha Bazan
Anna Nicole Beeler
Dillon Isaiah Benavides ‡
Te’Mera Terese Benavidez
Samuel Florian Bengele
Nick Joseph Benton
Jessica Berber
Cody Bercian ‡
Miranda Nichole Bernal ‡
Amye Stratton Bertscvhy
Mahi Upendra Bhakta §
Brittany Renee Biederman
Amber M Bippert †
Isaiah Lee Blount
Namarq Amel Bohan
Elizabeth Susan Bores
Scott L Born
Katarina Munich Bosquez §
Brandon Elijah Brabbel †
Geneva Marie Bracken †
Maria Cantu Bradley §
Kayla Nichole Bradshaw
Emily Brannan §
Tristen James Bresnahan †
Gina Briggs §
Jennifer Aylin Briscoe §
Mercy Brisen †
Rose Britt
Michael Brown
Zachary Harrison Brown †
Brittany Renee Brown
Kaphillis Marie Brown §
Treadway B Bucholz †
Diego Luis Escamilla
Priscilla Ann Esch
Gustavo Escobar
Brandon Yoshio Escobedo ‡
Melina Escobedo-Orozco
Vanessa Yvonne Esparza ‡
Analise Gabrielle Espinoza †
Alexandria Nicole Esquibel
Alberto Esquivel
Atzel Ezequiel Esquivel
Nayeli Alyce Esquivel
Maria Esquivel
Patricia Estrada
Anthony Concepcion Ezell
Abraham Fadel §
Jacqueline Monique Farias
Rebecca Nicole Felan
Lafaya Lee Ferguson
Alexiss Sakori Ferguson §
Julia Rose Figueroa
Marisol Figueroa †
Brittani Taylor Flanders †
Matthew A Flora †
Ivania Jennifer Flores †
April A Flores
Erika Flores †
Pedro Z Flores
Aranelly Flores ‡
Lauren Ashley Floyd
Miranda J Folley
Aubrey Lynn Forton
Kendra LeAnn Foster ‡
Ariel Janel Fraga †
Heather Fae Franklin §
Wayne Eric Frisce Jr.
Monica Fuentes ‡
Vincent S Fuller
Chloe Brianna Gabart †
Greg Dion Gaines †
Carlos Armando Galarza ‡
Keila Galaviz Mojica Zenet ‡
Alejandro Galindo
Diana Galindo
Jonathan Seth Gallardo †
Victoria R Gallo
Kimberly Celeste Galvan
Jason M Galvan ‡
Michael Alberto Galvan ‡
Rossy A Garcia
Reinen Angelo Garcia
Jennifer Garcia †
Katrina Celia Garcia
Hanna Bailey Garcia
Christine G Garcia
Victoria Lauren Garcia
Billy Angel Garcia
Genevieve A Garcia
Romelo Talent Garcia
Jeanette L Garcia
Melaina Reese Garcia †
Claudia L Garcia ‡
Irwin E Garcia †
Nallely Garcia †
Ivette Garcia
Victoria Ashley Polendo Garcia
Armando De Jesus Garcia Avina
David Alejandro Garcia Loyola †
Miguel Alonso Garcia-Perez †
Martin Carrillo Garibay §
Grayson Rose Gartley †
Emily Garza
Pearl Jacqueline Garza
Alexis Garza
Brianna Nicole Garza
Jaden Michelle Garza
Safia George †
Paulina Marie Giampo ‡
Amanda Kay Gileba †
Ernesto Godoy §
Angéloule Gomez †
Yesenia Gomez
Nico Gomez †
Gavin P Gomez
Emily Rose Gomez †
Jimmy Gomez De Santiago
Elizabeth Gomez-Giles
Conrad Talon Gonyea
Madison Raeann Gonzales
Starley Nikole Gonzales
Madison Raeann Gonzales
Cynthia Gonzales
Esteban Gonzales
Noemi Gonzalez
Ileene Gonzalez
Jeanette I Gonzalez ‡
Kimberly Michelle Gonzalez †
Juan Gonzalez
Ricardo Gonzalez
Nathaniel Gatica Gonzalez
Yolanda C Gonzalez
Aleyda Sabrina Gonzalez §
Timothy John Gonzalez †
Sharon Gonzalez
Cristina R Gonzalez ‡
Jose Armando Gonzalez Rodriguez
Alexandra F Gonzalez-Rojas
Alissa Christine Goodnough †
Skylar F Gover
Melina Kirsten Grazier
Makenzie Anne Greer
Dominic Griego
D’Angelo Andre Griggs
Timothy A Groff §
Alessandro Guadiana
Gilbert Guerra
Alexandra Guerra †
Alexandra Guerrero †
Letecia Maria Guerrero
Nicolette Rose Guerrero
Judy Marie Guevara
Kristopher James Jackson †
LaNecia Johnson Smith
Hunter Phillip Kaiser
Reina G Lara
Gabrielle Rose Larragoitiy
Krystal I Lasalle Quiles §
Tristan Alexander Lawson
Peter Leang ‡
Kevin Lee Lugo
Garrett A Luna
Hasan Mahdi §
Daniel Dustin Gonzales Manaligod
Bundy Ruben Manriquez ‡
Alexandria Martinez †
Jessica Alexandra McGee
Stephanie Davis Mdaki §
Jorge Nicolas Mejias
Nathan Melito §
Jasmine Menchaca †
Arthur Mesa
Joseph Ray Meyer †
Gerard C Morrison
Kenan Sansal Nuray §
Lidia F Olveda †
Gabriela Victoria Ortega
Sean Ortiz
Antonio Ovalle
John Pearson ‡
Abel Eliseo Pedraza §
Amelia Leigh Pellicciotti §
Meagan Rose Pesina
Jeremiah David Peterie §
Des Prado
Ibrahim M Rafati
Anthony Michael Ramirez
Tara M Randle §
Joshua Leechkemmer †
Rayleen McKay Resendez
Lacey Kyle Reynolds
Zoe M Rodriguez
Jose Juan Sanchez
Jessica Adriana Sanchez
Georgina Sanchez-Ochoa †
Dan J Seilheimer
Kellianna Anais Serrata
Paul Michael Siebenhausen
Noah Soukup Raesch §
Angela Yoshi Spence §
Joshua L Stivers
Ariana Monique Taylor §
Miguel T Taylor
Jose Andres Tellez
Carla E Thomas †
Kathleen Alexis Tobar †
Kayla Tolan †
Jacquelyn N Tovar
Alexis Marie Tovar
Ha Tran †
Phillip Trevino
Pedro R Trevino
Bianca Renee Trevino ‡
John Elliott Trowbridge §
Priscilla De La Cruz Vazquez †
Briana Gabrielle Vnuk
Tonya Vinnette Wallace †
Ana Wallace
Florentino Devere Warfield
Thomas James West †
Maria Zamudio-Samano
Kaylin Denae Ziegler §
Johnny D Almaguer †
Leslie Kassandra Alvarez §
Anthony Glenn Banchs †
Paul Anthony Baquet
Alicia Michele Benavides †
Joel Danniel Blake
James Everett Boen ‡
Precious Boiser
Derrick A Booker
Wallace Brown
Alice Noel Claussen †
Collin Matthew Collard
Johnny Cruz †
Mariella Cuesta †
Adam Simon Dominguez †
Matthew Corvin Eberle §
Brandon Irving Edwards
Javier Hernandez §
Daniel Alonso Ledezma
Philip Adam Levine ‡
Matthew James Lewis
Isiah Jay Maldonado
Sergio Mayorga †
Tyresa Renea Latrecce Newson
Justus Chance Nicholas
Tatiana Alexa Nieves ‡
Tashyla Kiara Nobles †
Carolyn Amanda Resendiz §
Ashley Reyes
Sienna Sirois
Kristen Alexis Vargas †
Joshua Andres Vasquez
Gabriela Alejandra Villarreal §
Advanced Technology Certificate
Mariana G Arredondo Villarreal ‡
Certificate
Jesus Antonio Ayala
Bridgette Marie Cruz
Juan Ignacio Cuentas
Brook Claiborne Espinoza
Monica Gonzalez
Jay Edward Ortiz
Javier Cruz Padilla †
Jose Andres Tellez
Karla Vazquez †
The Alamo Colleges is comprised of Northwest Vista College, Palo Alto College, St. Philip’s College, San Antonio College, and Northeast Lakeview College.

The Alamo Colleges do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, gender, national origin, disability, veteran status, genetic information or sexual orientation with respect to access, employment programs, or services.